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DAYTON, Ohio- Joel is definitely a Jew from New York. Maggie is a suburban 
WASP. Shelly is Canadian and Catholic. The eclectic Chris is from West Virginia and has a 
doctor of divinity degree that he got through an ad in the back of Rolling Stone. 
Marilyn and Ed are, well, Indians. 
"Northern Exposure" deserves credit for including Indian characters, but the show 
should go further and focus on their culture, says Annette Taylor, assistant professor of 
communication at the University of Dayton who spent four years as a newspaper reporter and 
editor in Anchorage. She will present her research on "Television's Native Americans: A 
Search for Identity" at the International Communication Association conference May 27-31 in 
Washington, D.C. 
"The culture is definitely Tlingit," Taylor says, noting that it took three years to bring 
that fact to light, briefly, when Ed dubbed the movie "The Prisoner of Zenda" into Tlingit. 
Tlingit (pronounced cling-it) and Athabaskan are the two major Indian groups in Alaska. 
Because the two groups differ in so many ways, Taylor says it's easy to spot the Tlingit traits 
in characters on "Northern Exposure." Totems are associated with Tlingits, not Athabascans, 
the raven symbolism is particularly significant for Tlingits and the style of Indian art on the 
show is Tlingit. 
But putting Tlingits in Cicely, Alaska, is tantamount to writing a television show about 
a Balinese community and then setting it in rural Iowa, Taylor says. Tlingits live on Alaska' s 
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southern panhandle for the most part, not on the mainland where Taylor figures Cicely is 
located because you can get there by car. "I recognize that fiction can't be a documentary 
and that the creators have to have some poetic license. But they should take a little more 
care with something this sensitive. This is one way that people learn about different 
cultures." 
Indians have been given short shrift since the beginning of television. Taylor found 
that only six series have featured Indians as the lead character. Four were set in the wild 
West- "Brave Eagle" (1955-56), "Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans" (1957-58), 
"Cheyenne" (1957-63) and "Law of the Plainsman" (1959-62). The remaining two shows had 
modern settings - "Hawk" (1966) featuring Burt Reynolds and "Nakia" (1974). "Northern 
Exposure" made its debut in 1990, the first show in more than 15 years to prominently 
feature Native American characters. 
Even in the heyday of the TV western, Indians didn't log much screen time. "They 
were always the threat just over the horizon," says Taylor. "Instead, the whites on the 
Westerns tended to have problems with town kinds of things, and the enemy was usually 
another white guy in a black hat, like a cattle rustler or a bank robber." 
On the whole, "Northern Exposure" deserves more credit than discredit, Taylor says. 
"This show goes leaps and bounds beyond what's been on TV before. They just need to go 
forward and delve into the Tlingit culture." 
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NOTE TO EDITORS: Annette Taylor will be at the Washington Hilton May 26-30 and 
can be reached by calling (202) 483-3000. 
